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About This Game

Dodge, shoot and explode across the Solar System as a crew of intelligent and dangerous chickens. As the pilot of The Golden
Eagle, it's your duty to keep Colonel Ram and Professor Bez safe as they squabble about ethics and who last used the toilet.

Wage war against humanity as you battle your way towards the Sun to complete your mission.

You'll manage this task with burning plasma, smoking bullet cartridges, and daring maneuvers through asteroid belts. Some may
discover a profound message, while others will be content with sidling harmfully across this horizontal vision of the future that

comes handily embalmed with explosions.

Key Features

 A horizontal shmup featuring intergalactic chickens, explosions and death to humanity! And explosions!

 Combine devastating weaponry to dish out the pain! Hatch turrets to deal with your foe two-fold! Destructible scenery,
ship upgrades and boss fights!

 Explode your way across the Solar System in non-linear fashion, with sprinklings of a silly-serious story to dip your
beak in and levels that will delight eyes and scramble brainwaves!
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Title: Humans Must Answer
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sumom Games
Publisher:
Sumom Games
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (with Servicepack 3), Windows Vista (with Servicepack 1), Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.20 GHz or Althon X2 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible Nvidia or AMD ATI card (Nvidia GeForce 8600 GT/HD 2600 XT or higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Directx compatible

Additional Notes: Input device: Keyboard, Microsoft Xbox 360 Controller for Windows, Mouse (game menus only). **The
game may work with some integrated graphics cards but they are not officially supported.

English
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humans must answer pc download. humans must answer trainer. humans must answer

My friend gifted me this game, I asked him "what is it about?" he replied "about jumping and shooting" I tried it out, and in
conclusion if I could ask for a refund I would.. Paid 20\u20ac just 6 months after release, so definitely won't complain about
price and DLC characters.

Game is nicely optimized. Runs on default settings at 60fps \/ 720p on the old 2012 living room PC (3.2Ghz Athlon II upgraded
with a GTX 1050 Ti last year).

Good old Soulcalibur fun. Kiddies and casuals can join in and have a blast. Been playing Souls since PS1 and this is the series I
remember.. Sadly it's a no from me for this game.
There is no real sense of progression or achievement and all of the chevos are based off of grinding.
Very little variety to enemies or game play.
It looks quite good but to be honest you'd be better off playing Luftrausers, as except for the minimalist graphics it does
everything Furious Angels does, but far better.. Game of the year. 10/10, would absolutely buy Extreme Forklifting 3. Please
make DLC immediately!. Unfortunately this doesn't seem to open after installation, and hangs my laptop requiring a reset. I am
running windows 10. Reccomendation, do not purchase on steam.

But the game was great when I played it back in the day on Xbox.. Hope theres a Halloween Forever II! Solid game.. Definitely
the most underappreciated game in the series in my opinion. Both dark souls two and the scholar version do suffer some issues
compared to others with generally a more poorly designed world than ds1 and more forgettable bosses than ds3. On the other
hand, I would argue ds2 does have overlooked strengths: it has without a doubt the largest range of weapons, spells and fun
builds of any game in the series with most of them being balanced to a higher standard both in single player and multiplayer.
Combined with the much better invasion mechanics the pvp is easily the most fun in the series if you can get over the mistake
that is soul memory. On top of that the second half of the game improves in quality in my opinion with more interesting
(although admittedly more linear) areas and a greater number of memorable bosses. For me it easily beats the mess that is the
second half of ds1. The dlcs are also all top notch and contain some of the best areas and bosses in the series. In summary I
would argue ds2 stands as a proud part of the souls series in its own way and although I don\u2019t thinks its as good as ds3 or
the first half of ds1 its absolutely still worth playing if you enjoy the other titles.. This game is great! It was stuck there in my
library for maybe a couple years, and it never picked my interest at all. Then today I thought "hey, let's see what the hell is this
Air Forte", and turns out it is a hilarious little game by Blendo Games :D It is a simple educational-airplane-game with a funny
story going on, and filled with these guys quirky humor. The epilogue is priceless! Plus, I learned where Honduras is, and
greased my math cogs. Recommended!. Now my friends think I am cool because i got alot of achievements...

this was worth the 99ct i payed...

would buy cheap respect again
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It's got a 15$ price tag. The game isn't even close to finished. I don't think it's worth it. I got it on sale, so then it was a fair price
for what the game offers. Until it's way more completed and polished, I don't think I'm playing it much more. There's a Garry's
Mod game mode that is almost equivalent to this. I will change my mind when I see further development.. 1st off this game is
♥♥♥♥ing metal. I wasn't expecting much when I picked this up. I fully expected this to be just another generic rpg maker
game, with just some shameless metal pandering tossed around here, and there. I was pleasently wrong about this game.
This is a rpgmaker game, and there are some stock assest used here and there, but surpisingly this game has a decent amount of
orginal assests. The soundtrack deserves a special mention as it is really great, and the dev should consider having it up as a DLC
option.

Metal as ♥♥♥♥♥ has great atmosphere and many moments that will make you think "damn that was ♥♥♥♥ing metal.'
This game isn't your standard recruit the character, do their little quest and then forget they even exist, until some plot makes
them relevant again later in the game.Each of the characters have distinct personalities, will give their take on things, and will be
very talkative throughout the journey. The banter between chracters reminds me very much of the old Lunar jrpgs. Also just
like Lunar most objects are interactive rewarding maybe finding items. some character comenting on it or even a small amount
of xp for clicking the random thing. People with OCD beware as you will be clicking up a storm trying find everything.
Plenty of metal references are littered thoughout the game, some are mainstream freindly, with others being a bit obscure that
will make you smile if you recognize them.

There are a couple of negatives though. The battle system is for the most part cookie cutter rpgmaker fare with the standard
attack, magic, item etc...options. The game is fairly challenging, but the afortmentioned bare basic battle system doesn't light the
world on fire in the excitement category. Metal as ♥♥♥♥ is also on the short side. If you count my idling you can beat this
game in under 5 hours. In a way that can be a + as it is a very entertaining 5 hours, and Metal as ♥♥♥♥ does not wear out its
welcome like a lot of other comedy focused rpgs end up doing. Closing this review with a hymn made by some of the great
metal prophets of long ago.

"♥♥♥♥ Made Heavy Metal And He Saw That It Was Good
 ♥♥♥♥ Said To Play It Louder Than Hell
 We Promised That We Would
 When Losers Say It's Over With You Know That It's A Lie
 ♥♥♥♥ Made Heavy Metal And It's Never Gonna Die". this game was absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. its too bright, i
don't like the mechanics; despite understanding they were supposed to give you a realistic idea of what moving while hangover
or living with a drinking addiction. it was garbage. i only got to the part in the game where i had to sneak out of my office to go
to some ♥♥♥♥♥♥ bar, and it was too damn bright to even get any further, and the cut scenes are boring and poorly made. also
that block brick game defied the laws of physics. i took a video of it, bouncing back n forth against each wall for a good 10
minutes because no one knew anything when they attempted to make this game.. Couldn't get it to go full screen. I have to
squint and stick my face t o the screen to find things.. First 5 levels are short and easy. 6th level is painstakingly long for only
having 3 lives, and uncharacteristically difficult. The bossfights are great, especially level 6, but the difficulty spike is bonkers
for the entire level. Definitely worth the dollar for a good retro romp. But don't be deceived by the first 2/3 of the game.

Update: Beat level 6 using an exploit since I've already gotten through the level. Still love the boss. Level 7? Yeah, no idea. No
roll, no dash, no slide. Seems like trial and error, and I'm not interested.
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